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Study of Non-Homogeneity of Magnetic Field Distribution in
Single-Crystal Ni-Mn-Ga Magnetic Shape Memory Element in
Actuators due to its Anisotropic Twinned Microstructure
N. Gabdullin, Student Member, IEEE, S. H. Khan, Member, IEEE
School of Mathematics, Computer Science and Engineering, City, University of London, London EC1V 0HB, UK
Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys are relatively new and very promising “smart” materials which respond to magnetic fields
and exhibit the shape memory effect at room temperature. Maximum strain varies from 6 to 12% of the MSM element’s length
depending on its microstructure. The shape memory effect and magnetic field-induced reorientation of MSM twin variants in lowtemperature martensite phase are subject to an ongoing research for almost two decades. However, the magnetic field distribution in
the MSM elements and effects of its varying magnetic permeability on bias magnetic field are not well studied. In this paper we present
an extension to the existing modeling approach for MSM elements applicable to actuator design. The effects arising from single-crystal
anisotropy and demagnetization effects due to non-homogeneous multi-variant MSM microstructure are studied and discussed. The
proposed approach is validated by comparing computational results with previously reported measurement data.
Index Terms—Magnetic shape memory (MSM) alloys, MSM actuators, electromagnetic analysis, non-homogeneous permeability,
magnetic anisotropy

I. INTRODUCTION

M

AGNETIC shape memory (MSM) “smart” alloys form a
new class of shape memory materials which respond to
magnetic fields. MSM alloys can also be controlled
mechanically, and both magnetically and mechanically
induced stresses are coupled [1]. Ni-Mn-Ga alloys are the
most studied MSM alloys which exhibit enormous 6-12%
maximum magnetic field induced strain (change in shape)
depending on specimen microstructure [2], [3]. Whereas MSM
effect is very sensitive to temperature [4], MSM alloys are
potentially capable of very long fatigue life which makes them
very promising for use in actuators and sensors in a frequency
range up to several kHz [5]. MSM actuators are highperformance, fast and compact, energy efficient and reliable.
However, there is still lack of a consistent methodology for
designing MSM actuators limiting the development in the area
of MSM application. This is partially due to lack of a wellestablished modeling approach for the MSM element and its
interaction with the rest of actuator’s magnetic circuit.
MSM elements used in actuators are commonly produced as
single crystals which have tetragonal lattice in lowtemperature martensite phase. The shape change in magnetic
fields occurs due to inequality in lattice parameters coupled
with magnetic anisotropy of the crystal [6]. A short
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crystallographic c axis, which is also “easy” magnetization
axis, tends to align with the applied magnetic field. This may
result in local reorientation of the crystal [7]. Since “hard”
magnetization a and b axes are longer than c axis, local
reorientation of the crystal results in overall elongation or
contraction. It should be noted that only the most studied 5layered modulated (5M) Ni-Mn-Ga microstructure with lattice
parameters a=b and c/a=0.94 is considered in this study. The
maximum change in shape (strain) is related to the ratio of
crystallographic parameters as max=1-c/a which implies 6%
maximum output strain for 5M crystals. However, MSM
microstructure is formed of multiple areas with different
orientation of crystallographic c axes called twin variants in
any intermediate state when not fully contracted or elongated
(see Fig. 1). Variants which have their “easy” axes aligned
with the applied magnetic field are commonly referred to as
“easy” variants, whereas “easy” axes are transverse to the bias
field in “hard” variants. As intensity of the applied magnetic
field increases, “easy” variants grow at expense of “hard”
variants until a single variant of one type is present [2]. The
magnetic field is usually applied transverse to the longest side
of a tetragonal MSM element for producing output strain in
MSM actuators (see Fig 1. (a)). Output strain and stress
production is possible as long as “hard” variants exist.
However, a magnetic field applied along the MSM element
results in its contraction, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). This
phenomenon is a direct consequence of the magnetic
anisotropy of MSM twin variants, since variants favored by
transversely applied magnetic field are not favorable for
longitudinal fields. It should be noted that only the
abovementioned macroscopic “hard” and “easy” twin variants
are considered in this study.
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Fig. 1 HERE

II. MODELLING THE MSM ELEMENT IN ACTUATORS
A. Magnetic Field Formulation
Finite element (FE) analysis is applied for solving
magnetostatic problem associated with the magnetic field
distribution in the MSM element. A small 2.5 mm 1 mm
MSM element is used for clarity of the pictures in all 2D FE
models (see Fig. 2). The magnetic field is applied transversely
to the MSM element in all experiments.
A set of magnetic field equations to be solved comprises
two Maxwell’s equations and one constitutive relationship:
×

=
=0
=

(1)
(2)
(3)

where H is magnetic field intensity, A/m, J is current
density, A/m2, B is magnetic flux density, T. A magnetic
vector potential (MVP) formulation is used for solving the
above equations
=

×

(4)

where A is magnetic vector potential, Wb/m. Equation (1)
combined with (3) and (4) yields a vector Poisson’s equation
=

(5)

Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied on outer
boundaries in the models. Equation (5) is solved using the
FEM modeling capabilities of ANSYS Multiphysics software
package. Solutions for B and H fields are derived based on the
solution obtained for the magnetic vector potential.
B. MSM Microstructure and Properties
Many studies on the behavior of the MSM element in a bias
magnetic field can be found e.g., [1], [8], [9]. However, only a
few papers analyzing the MSM element as part of an actuator
or sensor have been published so far. When analyzed as part
of a complete magnetic circuit, properties of the MSM
element affect the total reluctance and, hence the total
magnetic field produced by coils and/or permanent magnets.
Demagnetization effects related to MSM element’s shape also
make the understanding of magnetic field distribution in the
MSM region based on measurement results challenging [10].
There is a considerable difference between the magnetic field
in the MSM element and the magnetic field that can be
measured in the air gap. The significance of demagnetization
and challenges associated with capturing related effects in
analytical models have been mentioned numerously in
publications e.g., [10]–[12]. However, effects related to

geometry, non-homogeneity, anisotropy and non-linearity of
magnetic characteristics can easily be taken into account in a
FE model, a solution for which is obtained using numerical
methods. A complete magnetic circuit including the MSM
element can be incorporated in a single model, which is vital
for actuator design (see Fig. 2). Such an approach was recently
developed by Schiepp et al. [13]. However, the anisotropy of
MSM twin variants and, hence its effects on magnetic field
distribution is not captured in the existing modeling
approaches.
It is necessary to incorporate the geometry and magnetic
anisotropy of twin variants in order to accurately model the
transverse magnetic field distribution inside a nonhomogeneous MSM element. We model the twin variant
distribution through breaking the MSM element into thin
bands corresponding to different twin variants [13] using the
known geometry of each variant [14]. Each variant is treated
as anisotropic and magnetic properties are assigned according
to the current orientation of crystallographic axes inside a
variant. Magnetization B-H curves in Fig. 2 were used for
“easy” and “hard” magnetization axes. The initial slopes of the
“hard” and “easy” curves correspond to relative permeability
h=2 and e=50, whereas saturation magnetization Ms=0.69 T.
This allows representing a non-homogeneous MSM region as
a mixture of homogeneous yet anisotropic twin variants.

Fig. 2 HERE

It should be stressed that both “easy” and “hard” axes’ B-H
curves are used for each variant as shown in Fig. 2, since even
a single-variant MSM element still exhibits anisotropy. This
also allows taking into account non-linearity of their magnetic
properties which is particularly important for highly
susceptible “easy” axis. However, the behavior of “hard” axis
permeability is linear in magnetic fields below 550 kA/m. This
allows linearization of its B-H curve in weaker fields. Fig. 2
shows that magnetic field lines tend to align with the initial
orientation of the bias field in a single-variant MSM element.
The disturbance due to the presence of “easy” axis inside a
“hard” variant is minor since only one variant exists.
However, Fig. 3 and 4 illustrate the considerable differences in
magnetic field distribution inside and outside the MSM
element when it is in a multi-variant state.

Fig. 3 HERE

Fig. 4 HERE

The distribution of MSM twin variants is modeled only
approximately in this approach. However, the magnetic field
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distribution in the MSM element with many twin bands is very
different from one associated with a single twin boundary, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Twin variants in MSM elements with
stable Type I twin boundaries tend to form lamellar structures
[15]. Therefore, the results obtained through modeling fine
twins in Fig. 3 are applicable to actuator design. Nevertheless,
the same approach can be used for analyzing the behavior of
MSM elements with a single Type II twin boundary in Fig. 4.
A position of the boundary can be adjusted for studying the
related effects on switching field discussed in [11]. Figs. 3 and
4 also show a remarkable change in magnetic flux density
calculated for a path in the air gap near the surface of the
MSM element. This illustrates the effects of nonhomogeneous MSM permeability on the applied magnetic
field. The applied field is relatively strong reaching 0.71 T.
A 45 tilt of twin boundaries is an important feature of
MSM twin variant geometry [13]. The field lines tend to
change their direction inside the MSM element experiencing
further bending on twin boundaries. Therefore, the magnetic
field vectors in a multi-variant MSM region have both
horizontal x- and vertical y-spatial components, unlike the airgap region where magnetic field vectors have a predominant
x-component. Fig. 5 (a) illustrates how initially horizontal
magnetic field lines bend due to the internal magnetization of
twin variants. Even a very small y-component of magnetic
flux density in the air gap gives rise to a relatively large ycomponent of magnetic flux density in a “hard” variant due to
large permeability of its “easy” axis. This phenomenon is the
most apparent in weak fields. Nevertheless, the overall
behavior of the total vector B is determined by both x- and yspatial components which depend on magnetic properties of
both x- and y-axes in a variant. This also emphasizes the
importance of analyzing the MSM element as part of the
complete magnetic circuit since the geometry of the flux guide
affects the magnetic field distribution in the air gap.

Fig. 5 HERE

C. Behavior of the Magnetic Field at a Twin Boundary
The magnetic field lines inside the MSM region change
their orientation when crossing twin boundaries, which
indicates a significant difference in magnetic field intensity
and flux density in “easy” and “hard” variants. The magnetic
field continuity equations (6) and (7) can be used for
analyzing the behavior of the magnetic field at a twin
boundary [16]. Subscripts h and e stand for “hard” and “easy”
variants, whereas subscripts n and stand for normal and
tangential components of magnetic field vectors, respectively.
B
H

=B
=H

(6)
(7)

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained for one point on a
twin boundary shared by mesh elements that lie in different

variants. The error in continuity equations (6) and (7) in the
obtained solution does not exceed 2×10-3 % illustrating its
accuracy. Normal and tangential components of the magnetic
field vectors are calculated using x- and y-components
applying simple trigonometry to the problem illustrated in Fig.
6. The mutual orientation of field lines is consistent with the
magnetic field in Fig. 5. It is remarkable that almost negligible
0.002T By component of the magnetic flux density in the air
gap gives rise to considerable longitudinal fields inside twin
variants. This makes calculation of the magnetic field in the
MSM region using analytical methods very complicated.
Therefore, application of FEA is essential for obtaining
accurate magnetic field distribution in magnetic circuit of an
actuator with a non-homogeneous MSM element due to the
geometry of its twin variants and associated magnetic
anisotropy.

TABLE 1 HERE

Fig. 6 HERE

Table 1 illustrates the significant difference between the
magnetic fields inside “hard” and “easy” variants. Moreover,
relative permeability calculated using total flux density and
field intensity lies neither on “hard” nor on “easy”
magnetization curves. This can be expected for anisotropic
regions since magnetization curves in Fig. 2 guide only x- and
y-components of vectors related to “easy” and “hard”
magnetization axes. It is also important that magnetic field
intensity differ between MSM and air gap regions. Table 1
shows that the difference in magnetic field intensity reaches
one order of magnitude for the studied magnetic field
distribution.
This
illustrates
the
significance
of
demagnetization effects usually neglected in other models.
This result can be particularly important for single twin
boundary MSM elements that operate in very weak magnetic
fields.
D. Applicability of Simplistic Equivalent Electric Circuit
Models
The application of an electric circuit equivalent of the
magnetic circuit can be very beneficial for preliminary design
owing to the simplicity of the approach [16]. Since only a
parallel or series connection of reluctances in a circuit is
possible, it is necessary to determine how MSM twin variants
are connected magnetically. The parallel connection of
elements corresponds to magnetic field lines passing through
either “hard” or “easy” variants, whereas magnetic field
intensity H should be the same for both types of variants.
However, the data in Table 1 and magnetic field distribution in
Fig. 5 show that these conditions are not satisfied. On the
contrary, each field line is passing through both “easy” and
“hard” variants suggesting that variants are connected in
series. However, field lines change their orientation bending
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on twin boundaries due to anisotropy of MSM twin variants.
Hence, neither parallel nor series connection of variants can
represent the real magnetic field distribution correctly.
It is remarkable that the 45 tilt of twin boundaries is the
main reason for the inapplicability of equivalent circuit
models to multi-variant MSM regions. The magnetic field
distribution in an imaginary MSM element with horizontal
twin boundaries in Fig. 7 (a) can be approximated by parallel
connection of elements since field lines are passing through
either “hard” or “easy” variants. Straightening of field lines
implies negligible y-spatial component of the magnetic flux
density in MSM twin variants which satisfies the necessary
conditions for a branch of an equivalent circuit. This illustrates
the significant effect of the angle between twin boundaries and
the surface of the MSM element on the magnetic field
distribution.
However, it is still possible to represent a single-variant
MSM element by a single reluctance with reasonable accuracy
since the magnetic field in Fig. 2 is almost homogeneous.
Similarly, a sufficiently strong magnetic field can saturate
“easy” variants in a blocked MSM element resulting in field
lines aligning with the bias field, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). In this
case, straightening of the field lines is a consequence of
change in permeability unlike the change in geometry shown
in Fig. 7 (a). This is obtained by applying a magnetic field of 1
T which exceeds the saturation flux density of the MSM
element. This leads to a decrease in «easy» variants' relative
permeability to that of «hard» variants’ resulting in a uniform
magnetic field distribution.

Fig. 7 HERE

equivalent MSM permeability that allows obtaining the same
solution in both FE and equivalent circuit models. This allows
comparison of the experimental data reported in [17] with the
modeling results obtained in this study. It should be stressed
that whilst the application of the circuit model requires MSM
element to be in a single-variant state, its twinned
microstructure is modeled explicitly in the FE model using the
approach discussed above.

Fig. 8 HERE

Equations for a branch of the equivalent magnetic circuit in
Fig. 8 (b) can be written as
=

+
=
/(
=( +
=
(1

+
)/
)/

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

)

where F is mmf drop along the air gap length, A, H and
Hmsm are magnetic field intensities in the air gap and MSM
regions respectively, A/m, is total width of air gaps between
the MSM element and the poles, m, am is width of the MSM
element, m, R is air gap reluctance, 1/H; Rmsm is reluctance of
the MSM element, 1/H, is relative strain, 0 is absolute
permeability of vacuum, H/m, m is equivalent relative
permeability of the MSM element, A and Amsm are air gap and
MSM element cross-sectional areas respectively normal to the
magnetic flux, m2. By rearranging (8) (11) with respect to
strain dependent MSM permeability, the final equation yields
=

(1

)/[

( +

)]

(12)

III. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The results of inductance measurement published by Suorsa
et al. in [17] are used for validating the proposed approach.
Those results show that neither parallel nor series connection
of twin variants in an equivalent circuit model can predict the
behavior of varying MSM permeability correctly. The reason
for such a behavior has not been identified. However, this
result correlates with the discussion in Section II. In this
Section we are modeling the same setup in order to determine
whether the reported change in inductance can be explained
using the approach proposed in this paper.
An equivalent circuit model of the setup is used in addition
to FE models for different strains in a mechanically blocked
MSM element. Since the properties of the MSM element in
the experiment are measured as of a single object, its real nonhomogeneous microstructure is treated as a homogeneous
element with equivalent permeability. Therefore, a circuit
model can be implemented where the MSM element is
represented by a single reluctance replicating the experiment.
Due to simplicity of the magnetic circuit in Fig. 8 (a), it is
possible to find such a reluctance and corresponding

where B is average magnetic flux density in the air gap
near the surface of the MSM element, T. The air gap width at
zero strain is 0.2 mm in the studied magnetic circuit. It should
be stressed that this approach requires no assumptions
regarding the magnetic connection of twin variants.
In order to replicate the experiment conducted in [17], the
input current was kept constant whereas strain of the MSM
element was variable. B and F extracted from the FE
solution were used as input data for (12) along with geometric
parameters of the air gap and MSM element. Fig. 9 shows how
the calculated equivalent relative permeability of MSM
element varies with its strain. The changes in MSM
permeability predicted by series and parallel connection of
twin variants are also plotted for reference. As can be expected
after analyzing Table 1, the graph corresponding to equivalent
MSM permeability lies between the graphs corresponding to
series and parallel connection of elements exhibiting strong
non-linear behavior. It should be stressed that this result holds
for weak fields where “easy” variants are not saturated. Since
“easy” axis permeability decreases in stronger fields, all three
graphs will tend to get closer to the horizontal axis in such
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cases. Nevertheless, the general trend of the graphs in Fig. 9 is
the same even in strong magnetic fields.

Fig. 9 HERE

Finally, the inductance of the coil calculated using the
modeling results is compared with those obtained from
measurements in [17]. Equation (13) allows the calculation of
coil inductance depending on strain and corresponding
equivalent permeability of the MSM element
=

+

/[

+

+(

1)

] (13)

where L is leakage inductance, H, and N is the number of
coil turns. In order to verify the approach, (13) is solved using
the data listed in Table 1 in [17] and relative permeability of
MSM element obtained in this study. The results are shown in
Fig. 10. The graphs calculated with the assumption of parallel
and series connection of MSM twin variants are also plotted
for reference. It should be noted that the leakage inductance L
is used only for calibrating the zero point of these graphs. The
behavior of the graph obtained using the proposed modeling
approach is very similar to that of the experimental graphs
obtained by measurement in Fig. 9 in [17]. This shows that the
proposed approach can be used for predicting the reported
change in inductance and, hence takes varying MSM
permeability into account correctly. Therefore, the proposed
approach allows quantitative estimation of MSM permeability
changes which is essential for actuator and sensor design. Fig.
10 shows that the total change in inductance exceeds 50%.
This illustrates how significant the change in MSM
permeability is, since it is the only varying parameter in this
particular setup.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The application of the proposed approach to modeling the
MSM element in actuators reveals several important aspects of
magnetic field distribution in the magnetic circuit. First, the
magnetic fields in MSM and air gap regions are considerably
different because of demagnetization. Moreover, the air gap
magnetic field is very non-uniform in the vicinity of nonhomogeneous MSM element, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This
illustrates how the position of a Hall sensor can affect the
measurement results, especially when the “easy” fraction is
concentrated in a particular area of the MSM element. This is
particularly relevant for MSM elements with a single, highlymobile twin boundary. Nevertheless, this effect still occurs in
the vicinity of a multi-variant MSM element with fine twins.
Second, the magnetic field distribution is very non-uniform
in non-homogeneous multi-variant MSM elements. In
addition, the crystal anisotropy has significant effects on the
magnetic field distribution. The magnetic field lines tend to

align with “easy” axes in twin variants due to their large initial
permeability. However, this affects the magnetic field
distribution in “hard” variants as well as in “easy” variants.
This effect cannot be taken into account accurately if MSM
twin variants are considered isotropic. Moreover, this
questions the applicability of approaches that consider the
MSM element as a homogeneous “black box” element in
magnetic circuit. The most well-known model used for
evaluating magnetic field-induced stress is developed by
Likhachev and Ullakko [18]. Several other models have been
later developed based on this e.g., in [19], [20]. However,
these are essentially 1-D models that neither take into account
demagnetization nor non-homogeneity of the MSM element.
This leads to an assumption that the magnetic field intensity is
uniform throughout both MSM and air gap regions. Results
summarized in Table 1 show that such an assumption is not
exactly valid. The flux density and magnetic field intensity
can vary significantly among twin variants. This also affects
the magnetic field distribution in the air gap. Therefore, a
model for calculating magnetic field-induced stresses taking
into account non-homogeneous nature of the magnetic field
distribution as well as magnetic anisotropy of twin variants is
needed. Since a longitudinally applied magnetic field produces
a compressive stress in the MSM element (as shown in Fig. 1
(b)), the bending of magnetic field lines inside the MSM
region implies production of compressive stresses along with
tensile stresses acting on a twin boundary [13]. Thus,
simplistic models would predict larger output stress and, hence
larger output force of an actuator than a model that takes all
the above effects into account. Accurate incorporation of
magnetic field distribution in the MSM region is essential for
optimal design of MSM-based devices. Simplified models can
be justified for special cases derived from a more accurate and
complete model.
The modelled non-uniform distribution of magnetic field
inside a twinned MSM element in a transversely applied
external field questions the common assumption that such
orientation of the bias field is optimal for actuation. The topic
of optimal field orientation goes all the way back to the very
beginning of MSM research. For instance, it was proposed that
for strongly anisotropic MSM element the optimal orientation
of the applied field coincides with the twin boundary [21].
This paper shows that FE modelling can be successfully
applied to study the mutual interaction between anisotropic
MSM elements and the applied field taking into account all
the important features of the twinned MSM microstructure.
Therefore, the effects of different orientations of the source
field on the magnetic-field induced stress can also be studied
given that an expression for stress calculation is available.
Fig. 9 shows a very non-linear behavior of varying
equivalent permeability of the MSM element when it is
considered as a single element. However, the relative
permeability calculations summarized in Table 1 show that it
also differs between different variants. Moreover, the
anisotropy of crystal poses a challenge for analytical
calculation of MSM permeability making FE analysis an
important and necessary tool for modeling the MSM element.
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The non-linear magnetic behavior of “easy” axis and potential
saturation of MSM twin variants also have significant effects
on magnetic field distribution in the MSM element and, hence
on the magnetic circuit of an actuator as a whole. Magnetic
circuit models can be also applied to a very limited number of
cases due to the inadequacy of series and parallel connection
of reluctances to describe magnetic connections of twin
variants in MSM elements with fine twins.
The total reluctance of magnetic circuit of an actuator with
a core made of high-permeable magnetic material is mainly
determined by the reluctance of its air gap region. In case of
MSM actuators, this reluctance is a sum of air-region
reluctance and the reluctance of the MSM element. By
analyzing (11) together with the behavior of MSM
permeability in Fig. 9, it can be concluded that MSM
reluctance always decreases with strain. However, the
opposite is true for air gap reluctance (10). Therefore, the
overall change in the reluctance of magnetic circuit depends
on the ratio of these two reluctances. Nevertheless, for MSM
actuators with a narrow air gap, the change in MSM reluctance
prevails over the change in reluctance of the air regions. Since
minimizing the air gap is one of the important objectives in
actuator design, this behavior can be assumed to be true in
general. However, one should take extra care when very
strong magnetic fields (that result in saturation of MSM twin
variants) are considered.
Whereas 2D models were used in this study primarily due
to the opportunity to plot flux lines, the proposed modeling
approach is perfectly applicable to 3D modeling. Since b axis
is essentially another “hard” magnetization axis, it can be
treated the same way as a axis in the model. However, no
difference in the behavior of the MSM permeability in 3D can
be expected as long as the magnetic field is plane-parallel.
Nevertheless, 3D modeling is vital for accurate modeling of
the complete magnetic circuit which would allow taking into
account effects attributable to 3D flux leakage.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Magnetic field distribution in non-homogeneous MSM
element is studied using a FE modeling approach. Its nonhomogeneous microstructure is taken into account along with
particular geometry of MSM twin variants and their non-linear
anisotropic magnetic properties. The FE analyses show a
considerable difference in magnetic field distribution between
air gap and MSM regions due to demagnetization effects. A
very non-uniform distribution of magnetic field in a multivariant MSM element is also discussed by analyzing the
effects related to twin variant geometry, non-homogeneity and
magnetic anisotropy of MSM crystals.
The proposed modeling approach is successfully applied
for the calculation of previously reported results obtained by
inductance measurement. This validates its applicability to the
evaluation of variable permeability MSM elements. The
ability to model the MSM element as part of a complete
magnetic circuit is also essential for actuator and sensor
design. This allows the study of mutual effects of different

elements of magnetic circuit, which is vital for design
optimization.
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Fig. 2. B-H curves for “hard” and “easy” magnetization axes of anisotropic
single-variant MSM element in 2D model of magnetic circuit of an actuator.

Fig. 3. Magnetic field lines in the MSM element with fine twins and xcomponent of magnetic flux density in the air gap near the left surface of the
MSM element. “Easy” variants constitute 36% of the volume.

Fig. 1. Orientation of crystallographic axes in twin variants of MSM element:
(a) transversely and (b) longitudinally applied magnetic field.

Fig. 4. Magnetic field lines in the MSM element with a single twin boundary
and x-component of magnetic flux density in the air gap near the left surface
of the MSM element. “Easy” variants constitute 36% of the volume.
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Fig. 5. Magnetic field lines in MSM element with fine twins in a weak bias
magnetic field and corresponding flux density and field intensity plots.

Fig. 9. Change in equivalent relative permeability of the MSM element due to
the change in its strain.

Fig. 6. Projections of magnetic flux density vectors in “easy” and “hard”
variants on different axes associated with the twin boundary.
Fig. 10. Change in the inductance of measurement coil due to the change in
strain of the MSM element.
TABLE I
Components of B and H Calculated for a Single Point at a Twin Boundary
Shared by “Easy” and “Hard” Variants

B, T
Bx , T
By , T
H, kA/m
Fig. 7. Magnetic field lines in MSM elements with (a) horizontal twin
boundaries in a weak magnetic field and (b) twin boundaries of actual
geometry in a magnetic field strong enough for saturating “easy” variants.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Hx, kA/m
Hy, kA/m
r
rx
ry

Bn, T
H , kA/m
a

“hard”

“easy”

air gapa

0.162

0.212

0.036
-0.158
13.59
13.35
-2.53
9.5

0.211
0.019

0.128
0.128
0.002

2
50
0.13578
7.6507

50
2
0.13578

8.17
3.37
7.45
20.6

7.6507

101.98
101.96
1.78
1
1
1
-

Air gap region results are provided for reference

Fig. 8. An equivalent electric circuit of the magnetic circuit used in the
experimental setup in [17]. (a) Representation of the complete circuit, (b) its
air gap region with the MSM specimen and (c) corresponding air gap region
in a FE model.
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